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The impact of polymer blends and solid dispersion technologies on drug release rates

by Adeyinka A., M.S., University of Rhode Island, 2012, 82 pages; AAT 1508278

Abstract (Summary)
The objective of this research was to investigate the impact of polymer blends and solid dispersion formulation technologies on drug forms and release rates. An hydrophobic carrier, poly(methyl methacrylate PMMA), an hydrophilic carrier Eudragit EPO, together with an hydrophobic drug indomethacin (INDO), were used to produce various dispersion formulations through hot melt mixing (HMM) and solvent evaporation methods. Characterization of the various solid dispersion formulations was performed using standard analytical methods such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), polarized light microscopy (PLM), environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM), powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The results obtained from the various characterizations suggest that the drug was molecularly dispersed in the polymer matrices. In-vitro dissolution studies were carried out in simple model gastric fluid (pH 1.2) and also in phosphate buffer dissolution medium (pH 7.2). Approximately, 19.79 % of the INDO contained in the HMM formulation comprising PMMA 70 EPO 10 INDO 20 by weight percent was released in approximately 30 minutes while about 54% of the solvent evaporation formulation (PMMA 70 EPO 10 INDO 20) was released after 22 hours. Dissolution results demonstrated that a combination of hydrophobic and hydrophilic polymers will effectively sustain the drug release for a prolonged period of time depending on the formulation composition and the solid dispersion technology employed to produce it.
Institutional Repository, or “IR”: An online space for collecting, preserving, and disseminating the intellectual output of an institution.
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Abstract
This study examined the potential of social conflict related to private and public rights, to constrain aquaculture on Cape Cod. While the ability of social conflict to constrain aquaculture has been demonstrated in a few cases, its current potential to constrain aquaculture on Cape Cod had not been established prior to this study. This study was based on information gathered from town records and public hearings related to proposed aquaculture ventures. In addition, town officials were interviewed to obtain additional information related to cases. The finding of this study is that private riparian proprietors, and interests in shell-fishing tend to constrain aquaculture on Cape Cod today. This study utilized the qualitative case study method described by Merriam (1988).
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- Graduate School has five days to process
- Email is sent to student when ready.
- Defendable copies must be picked up and distributed to committee no later than 15 days prior to defending.
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• Your thesis will represent you for the rest of your life. It will also represent URI.

• Fall, 2015 theses and dissertations:
  – 1/5 had grammar errors in the Acknowledgments section.
  – 1/20 had unexplained acronyms in their title.
  – 1 had a misspelled title.
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• Your thesis will represent you for the rest of your life. It will also represent URI.

• Correct grammar and spelling is primarily the responsibility of the author, assisted by the major professor and committee.

• These errors will haunt you for the rest of your life.

• In this frequency, they reflect poorly on the university as a whole.
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Formatting Requirements: Motivation

• Your thesis will represent you for the rest of your life. It will also represent URI.
• Possible corrective action:
  – During formatting, I can spell-check the title and abstract.
  – Authors should hire a proofreader, at least for the preliminary pages.
  – We are open to suggestions!
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• Defense and formatting are two different “tracks”. You may submit your work for formatting before or after defense. (“Before” is recommended.)
• Formatting begins when you upload pdf document to www.etdadmin.com/uri, where the format will be reviewed. Be sure to complete the submission!
• Do not submit a scanned pdf document.
• Incorporate formatter’s comments.
• Let the formatter know if/when the final version is online.
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• Print 2 copies directly from the online version for final submissions to the Grad School.
• You will remove the Approval Page from the printed online copies and substitute one signed Approval Page and one signed Library Rights Statement. Both must be signed originals.
• Additional signed Approval Pages may be included.
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Online account left in "Minor Revisions Required", or reset to that state.
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– The “main” abstract should summarize the entire body of work, but should not replace the abstracts of the individual manuscripts.
– The Graduate School does not require a Bibliography for dissertations in Manuscript Format.
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• A Bibliography is required.
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• Additional Documents for Dissertations

• Completed Survey of Earned Doctorate confirmation*
• Commencement Survey (online).

* The Survey of Earned Doctorates must now be completed online at https://sed-ncses.org/GradDateRouter.aspx. We ask that you print a confirmation and submit it with your hard copies.
ONLINE RESOURCES

• URI Graduate School:
  – http://web.uri.edu/graduate-school/thesis-dissertation/
    • Checklist and Instruction
    • Defense Instruction
    • Format Guidelines
    • (MS Word) Thesis Template
  – http://web.uri.edu/graduate-school/formatting/
    • Library Rights Statement
    • Sample Title Pages
    • Sample Approval Pages
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• URI ELE Department:
    • (LaTeX – IEEE format)

• ProQuest:
  Electronic submission:
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• Survey of Earned Doctorates:
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- Doing things “out of order”.
- Pagination, especially preliminary pages.
- Difference between online and paper versions.
- Margins, especially with tables and figures.
- Length of full title (100 characters maximum) and short title (40 characters maximum).
- Placement of page numbers on landscape pages.
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Deadly Mistakes

• Approval Pages (Showstopper!):
  • Core Committee Members only!
  • Use templates!
  • Keep track of them!
  • No white-out or corrections
  • No page numbers or additional text
  • Correct year
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___ Immediate release   ___ 6 months   ___ 1 year   ___ 2 years
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II. Non-Exclusive Thesis/Dissertation Distribution License
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